PENNSYLVANIA TURNPIKE COMMISSION
RETENTION OF AN ENGINEERING FIRM
Design Management Services
Northeast Extension Roadway Rehabilitation
Milepost A-75 to A-122
Carbon, Luzerne, and Lackawanna Counties
Revised on 1/9/15 to reflect correct location of Counties
Reference No. 5-099
The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission will retain an engineering firm to perform design
management services on the Northeast Extension Roadway Rehabilitation Program. The Northeast
Extension Roadway Rehabilitation Program involves the total reconstruction of the Turnpike
roadway from Milepost A-75 to A-122 but without any significant widening of the Turnpike
roadway.
The firm will be required to assist Turnpike staff in the management of the entire roadway
rehabilitation program as well as the design management of the prime design consultants on the
individual roadway rehabilitation projects. Tasks will include the development of a master design
and construction schedule including the capital planning for the entire corridor and the maintaining
and updating of that schedule and capital planning as required. The master schedule will also
include any early action bridge projects that may be required to allow for the roadway rehabilitation.
The firm will be responsible for ensuring quality design submissions from the prime design
consultants that meet all established submission dates, ensuring the accuracy and completeness of
all deliverables, and ensuring design consistency between the individual roadway rehabilitation
projects. Other tasks include the monitoring of the individual roadway section design schedules to
assure compliance with the master schedule; monitoring of design costs to keep cost within budget;
review of design plans and submissions; review of utility relocation plans; review of environmental
work items including permit applications; review of special provisions, specifications and cost
estimates; conducting design review meetings; and coordinating with PennDOT, environmental
agencies, township officials, municipal authorities and utility companies as needed.
The selected firm will also perform the design of one (1) Roadway Rehabilitation Section that will
be approximately three to five miles in length. The engineering design services required will include
supplemental field surveys, cross sections, evaluation of utility conflicts and potential relocations,
development of erosion and sedimentation control plans and narrative, preliminary and final traffic
control plans, structural foundation reports, preparation of Type Size and Location and final bridge
plans, geotechnical investigations, preparation of preliminary and final construction plans and
specifications.
All subsurface borings will be performed through the Commission’s open-end drilling contract.
Low-level photography will be available for the project that meets NMAS for photo scale 1”=200’.
DTM files in AutoCAD DWG and Microstation DGN format will also be provided. The
Consultant will be required to perform supplemental surveys and reestablish the existing centerline
of the Turnpike. Also, cross sections will be cut and plotted from the available information. The
design for this project will be performed in English Units. All plans (drawings), including cross-

sections, profiles, etc. will be prepared utilizing AutoCAD DWG or Microstation DGN format.
Translation of the plans from one format to the other is not acceptable.
The following evaluation criteria will be considered by the Commission’s Technical Evaluation
Team during the evaluation of the firms submitting Statements of Interest for these contracts:
a. Firm’s understanding of the anticipated project specific issues and challenges
typically encountered on major roadway rehabilitation or reconstruction projects or
any issues specific to the rehabilitation projects to be managed by this contract.
b. Firm’s experience working on major roadway and bridge reconstruction projects
including traffic control, right-of-way impacts, stormwater design, noise analysis and
mitigation, and environmental permitting. The firm should identify similar projects
that have been completed as well as the magnitude and client.
c. Project Manager’s experience and the experience of the key staff on major roadway
rehabilitation projects or any experience on similar projects with other agencies. Any
experience of the Project Manager in managing multiple interrelated projects
including scheduling and capital planning should also be provided.
d. Describe the program management methodology to be used on this contract and how
the various consultant designers will be managed to ensure quality project
submissions that meet all established submission dates, and to ensure the accuracy
and completeness of all deliverables, and consistency of design and plan submissions
between the numerous design projects.
e. Past record of performance on similar projects with respect to ensuring work quality
and ability to meet schedules.
Address these items and any necessary further details in a brief yet comprehensive manner in the
Statement of Interest.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND INFORMATION
Firms interested in providing the above work and services are invited to submit three (3) copies
of a Statement of Interest with the required information. The Statements of Interest must include
the following:
1. One page transmittal letter clearly identifying the project reference number, brief
description of the project from the advertisement, the firm’s federal identification
number, the firm’s legal name, contact person or project manager, address of
corporate office and project office. (If the firm has multiple offices, the location of the
office performing the work must be identified).
2. A five (5)-page (maximum) Statement of Interest on the advertised project. Each
firm should demonstrate its ability to perform the specific requirements indicated for
each project and provide explanation of the technical approach including the roles of
each subconsultant and the extent that each subconsultant will be utilized.
3. An organizational chart for the Project, identifying key personnel and identifying all
subconsultants and their specific assignments. Any deviation from the subconsultants

listed in the statement of interest will require written approval from the Commission’s
Chief Engineer.
4. Tabulation or listing of workload for the prime consultant and all subconsultants for
all Pennsylvania Department of Transportation and Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commission projects. Do not graphically represent the firm’s workload.
5. A Consultant Qualification Package similar to the one submitted to the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation for the current year or one that is best suited for this
project. A copy of the Consultant Qualification Package printed directly from
PennDOT’s ECMS website is acceptable.
6. Location of the firm’s headquarters, a listing of all Pennsylvania offices, and number
of employees based in Pennsylvania offices.
The Consultant Qualification Package should contain, at a minimum, the following information
for the prime consultant and all subconsultants and attached to the back of the Statement of
Interest (subs to follow primes):


ECMS General Information and Project Experience Forms or Standard Form (SF)
254/255 or 330 - Architect-Engineer and Related Services Questionnaire in its entirety,
either not more than one (1) year old as of the date of the advertisement.



Resumes of key personnel expected to be involved in the project (limit to three (3) 81/2 x
11 pages, per person). Only resumes of key personnel should be included.



Copy of the firm’s registration to do business in the Commonwealth as provided by the
Department of State for firms with out-of-state headquarters or corporations not
incorporated in Pennsylvania.

The Commission’s Diverse Business Requirements for this procurement and a resulting
contract are identified in Appendix A. Diverse Businesses (DB) and other firms who have
not previously performed work for the Commission are encouraged to submit a Statement of
Interest. Responding firms shall clearly identify DB firms, expected to participate in this
contract, in their Statement of Interest. The minimum participation level for DBs in this
contract will be 10%.
If a Joint Venture responds to a project advertisement, the Commission will not accept separate
Statements of Interest from joint venture constituents. A firm will not be permitted to submit
a Statement of Interest on more than one (1) joint venture for the same project reference
number. Also, a firm that responds to a project as a prime may not be included as a designated
subconsultant to another firm that responds to the same project advertisement. Multiple
responses under any of the forgoing situations will cause the rejection of all responses of the
firm or firms involved. This does not preclude a firm from being set forth as a designated
subconsultant to more than one prime consultant responding to the project advertisement.
For additional guidance regarding Engineering Involvement Restrictions, see PennDOT
Publication 93, Section 1.5.
A Statement of Interest submission that includes or considers a firm’s cost as a factor will be
disqualified.

Questions and inquiries concerning this Project should be directed to Mr. Charles J. Buchanan,
P.E. at (717) 831-7308; or by e-mail at cbuchana@paturnpike.com. Contractual questions
should be directed to Mr. Donald S. Klingensmith at (717) 831-7585; or by e-mail at
dklingen@paturnpike.com.
Firms interested in performing the above services are invited to submit four (4) copies of a
Statement of Interest and required information to Mr. Donald S. Klingensmith, P.E., Director of
Procurement and Logistics, at the PA Turnpike Commission Administration Building. Our
ground address for overnight/next-day deliveries is 700 South Eisenhower Boulevard,
Middletown, PA 17057. Our mailing address for U.S. Mail is P. O. Box 67676, Harrisburg, PA
17106-7676. Please note that use of U.S. Mail, FedEx, UPS, or other delivery services does
not guarantee delivery to the Contracts Administration Department by the time listed below for
submission. Firms mailing a Statement of Interest should allow sufficient delivery time to
ensure timely receipt of its Statement of Interest.
The Statement of Interest and required information must be received by the Contracts
Administration Department by 2:00 PM, Local Time, Thursday, January, 22 2015. Any
Statements of Interest received after this date and time will be time-stamped and rejected.
Based on an evaluation of acceptable Statements of Interest received in response to this
solicitation, one firm will be selected by the Commission from this advertisement. Technical
Proposals will not be requested before the selection. Statements of interest will be reviewed,
evaluated, and rated by a Technical Evaluation Team (TET) of qualified personnel based on
the evaluation criteria listed above. The TET will present the evaluations to the Professional
Services Procurement Committee (PSPC). The PSPC will review the TET’s evaluation and
provide the Commission with the firm(s) determined to be highly recommended for this
assignment.
The Commission will select the most highly qualified firm for the assignment or the firm whose
proposal is determined to be most advantageous to the Commission by considering the TET’s
evaluation and the PSPC’s determination as to each firm’s rating. In making the PSPC’s
determination and the Commission’s decision, additional selection factors may be considered
taking into account the estimated value, scope, complexity and professional nature of the
services to be rendered and any other relevant circumstances. Additional selection factors may
include, when applicable, the following: geographic location and proximity of the firm, firm’s
Pennsylvania presence or utilization of Pennsylvania employees for the assignment; equitable
distribution of work; diversity inclusion; and any other relevant factors as determined as
appropriate by the Commission
The Commission may revise a published advertisement. If the Commission revises a published
advertisement less than ten days before the Statement of Interest due date, the due date will be
extended to maintain the minimum ten-day advertisement duration if the revision alters the
project scope or selection criteria. Firms are responsible to monitor advertisements to assure
the Statement of Interest complies with any changes in the published advertisement.
The Commission reserves the right to reject all statements of interest, to cancel solicitation
requested under this notice, and/or to re-advertise solicitation for the work and services.

William K. Lieberman
Chairperson

APPENDIX A
DIVERSE BUSINESS (DB) REQUIREMENTS
Diverse Business Participation. The Commission is committed to Diverse Business
(DB) participation on competitive contracting opportunities. Firms or entities that have not
previously performed work or provided services to the Commission are encouraged to respond to
the solicitations. RFPs may include DB participation as part of the criteria for the evaluation of
proposals (for the purposes of this specification Statements of Interest are synonymous with
Proposals), and the Commission may consider DB participation as a selection factor.
Minimum Participation Level (MPL). The minimum participation level (MPL) for the
inclusion of DBs will be established in the RFP/advertisement as a percentage.
(a) General Requirements.

Section 303 of Title 74 of the Pennsylvania Consolidated
Statutes, 74 Pa.C.S. § 303, requires proposer on contracts funded pursuant to the provisions of
Title 74 (Transportation) and 75 (Vehicle Code) administered and issued by the Commission to
make Good Faith Efforts to solicit subconsultants that are Diverse Businesses (DBs) as defined
in Section 303. The DB requirements of Section 303 apply to this contract.
Section 303 requires proposers to make Good Faith Efforts, as described below, to solicit
subconsultants that are DBs during the proposal process to maximize participation of DBs in
competitive contracting opportunities.
The Commission is committed to participation by DBs and will enforce the requirements of
Section 303 and this section. Failure to make Good Faith Efforts and demonstrate such Good
Faith Efforts in the solicitation of subconsultants may result in the proposer being declared
ineligible for the contract.
Proposers shall document and submit to the Commission all Good Faith Efforts, as described
in this section, to solicit subconsultants that are DBs during the solicitation process.
Proposers are encouraged to utilize and give consideration to consultants offering to utilize
DBs in the selection and award of contracts.
Proposers shall not discriminate on the basis of gender, race, creed or color in the award and
performance of contracts in accordance with 62 Pa.C.S. §3701.
Failure to comply with the requirements of Section 303 or this specification may result in the
imposition of sanctions as appropriate under section 531 of the Procurement Code, 62 Pa.C.S.§
531 relating to debarment and suspension.
The Commission’s Director of the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, or designee, is
designated the Responsible Official who shall supervise the DB program and ensure that the
Commission complies with the DB program.
(b) Definitions. The following definitions apply to terms used in this specification:
1. Disadvantaged Business – A business that is owned or controlled by a majority of

persons, not limited to members of minority groups, who are subject to racial, social, ethnic
prejudice or cultural bias.
2. Diverse Business – A disadvantaged business, minority-owned or women-owned

business or service-disabled veteran-owned or veteran-owned small business that has been
certified by a third-party certifying organization.
3. Minority-owned Business – A business owned and controlled by a majority of

individuals who are African Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Alaskans or Pacific Islanders.

4. Professional Services – An industry of infrequent, technical or unique functions
performed by independent contractors or consultants whose occupation is the rendering of the
services, including: (1) design professional services as defined in 62 Pa.C.S.§ 901 (relating to
definitions); (2) legal services; (3) advertising or public relations services; (4) accounting,
auditing or actuarial services; (5) security consultant services; (6) computer and information
technology services; and (7) insurance underwriting services.
5. Pro Forma Effort – The act of completing a form or document identifying efforts to

solicit DBs for a project in order to satisfy criteria with little or no expectation that the DBs
contacted or identified will perform any of the work.
6. Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business – A business in the United States
which is independently owned and controlled by a service-disabled veteran(s), not dominant in
its field of operation, and employs 100 or fewer employees.
7. Subconsultant – Any individual, partnership, firm, or corporation entering into a
contract with the prime consultant for work under the contract, including those providing
professional and other services.
8. Third-party Certifying Organization – An organization that certifies a small

business, minority-owned business, women-owned business or veteran-owned small business as
a diverse business. The term includes: (1) the National Minority Supplier Development Council;
(2) the Women’s Business Development Enterprise National Council; (3) the Small Business
Administration; (4) The Department of Veteran Affairs; (5) the Pennsylvania Unified
Certification Program.
9. Veteran-owned Small Business – A small business owned and controlled by a
veteran or veterans.
10. Women-Owned Business – A business owned and controlled by a majority of
individuals who are women.
(c) Actions Required by Proposer during the procurement/consultant selection phase
1. Submission Requirements – Consultant Responsiveness.

a. Minimum Participation Level (MPL) Documentation - If the
documentation submitted in conjunction with the proposal demonstrates that
the proposer has identified DBs sufficient to meet the MPL established for this
contract, the proposer will be deemed to have satisfied the DB requirement
during this phase. The proposer is required to provide the business name and
business address of each DB and supporting documentation that includes
proof of certification.
If the consultant’s proposal demonstrates the consultant’s inability to meet the
MPL established for this contract, the proposer shall demonstrate Good Faith
Efforts within 7 calendar days of being notified of the selection. Submit
written documentation by email at RFP-Q@paturnpike.com. Failure to
submit the required documentation demonstrating Good Faith Efforts as
further described below within 7 calendar days of being notified of selection
may result in a rejection of the proposal.

b. If no MPL has been established for this contract, the proposer is required to
either provide a statement of intent that it will self-perform 100% of the work
for the agreement, or demonstrate Good Faith Efforts to solicit subconsultants
that are DBs. In either case documentation shall be made within 7 calendar
days of being notified of selection. Submit written documentation by email at
RFP-Q@paturnpike.com.
Failure to submit the required information identified above within 7 calendar
days of being notified of selection may result in a rejection of the proposal.
2. Good Faith Effort Requirements: The documentation of Good Faith Efforts must

include the business name and business address of each DB considered. Supporting
documentation must also include proof of certification and any explanation of Good Faith Efforts
the proposer would like the Commission to consider. Any services to be performed by a DB are
required to be readily identifiable to the agreement. Good Faith efforts are demonstrated by
seeking out DB participation in the project given all relevant circumstances. The Commission
requires the proposer to demonstrate more than Pro Forma Efforts. Evidence of Good Faith
Efforts includes, but is not limited to:
a. Consultant solicits through all reasonable and available means the interest of
all certified DBs with the capacity to perform the scope of work set forth in
the agreement.
b. The proposer must provide written notification at least 5 business days before
solicitations are due to allow the DBs to respond to the solicitation.
c. The proposer must determine with certainty if DBs are interested by taking
appropriate steps to follow up initial solicitations.
d. The proposer must make efforts to select portions of the work to be performed
by DBs to includes, where appropriate, breaking out contract work into
economically feasible units to facilitate DB participation;
e. It is the proposer’s responsibility to make a portion of the work available to
DBs and, to select those portions of the work, so as to facilitate DB
participation.
f. The proposer shall provide evidence of such negotiations that include the
names, addresses, and telephone numbers of DBs considered; A description of
the information provided regarding the required work and services for the
work selected for subconsultants; and evidence as to why additional
agreements could not be reached for DBs to perform the work.
g. Proposers cannot reject or withhold solicitation of DBs as being unqualified
without sound reasons based on a thorough investigation of their capabilities.
h. The DB’s standing within its industry, membership in specific groups,
organizations or associations and political or social affiliations (for example
union v. non-union employee status) are not legitimate causes for the rejection
or non-solicitation of proposals in the proposer’s efforts to meet the Good
Faith Efforts requirement.
i. Efforts to assist interested DBs in obtaining bonding, lines of credit or
insurance.
3. Actions Taken by the Commission. After the apparent successful proposer has been

notified of its selection, the Commission will review the submissions to determine whether the
proposer has complied with Section 303 and this specification in the selection of DB
subconsultants.
The Commission will determine whether the proposer has either met the

MPL or provided acceptable documentation as noted above. The Commission reserves the right
to contact proposers for clarification during the review and negotiation process.
If the Commission determines that the proposer has failed to either meet the MPL or
provide acceptable documentation as noted above, the proposal may be rejected.
(d) Consultant Requirements During Performance of Services.
1. Replacement of a DB Subconsultant. Consultant must continue good faith efforts
through completion of the contract. The obligation to make Good Faith Efforts to solicit
subconsultants for any type of service extends to additional work required for any service which
is identified to be performed by a DB. If at any time during the performance of the work, it
becomes necessary to replace or add a subconsultant that is a DB, the consultant, as appropriate,
shall immediately notify the Commission and seek approval in writing in accordance with the
Agreement of the need to replace the DB, which notice shall include the reasons for the
replacement. If a prime consultant who originally indicated that it would self-perform all work
subsequently decides to use a subconsultant for any work under the contract, the consultant must
submit documentation of all Good Faith Efforts as to the work for which a subconsultant is
obtained.
2. Records. Maintain project records as are necessary to evaluate DB compliance and
as necessary to perform the reporting function addressed below. Maintain all records for a
period of 3 years following acceptance of final payment. Make these records available for
inspection by the Commission, its designees or agents. These records should indicate:

2.a. The number of DB and non-DB subconsultants and the type of services
performed on or incorporated in this project.
2.b. The progress and efforts made in seeking out DB subconsultant organizations
and individual DB consultants for work on this project to increase the amount of DB
participation and/or to maintain the commitments made at the time of the proposal to DBs.
2.c. Documentation of all correspondence, contacts, telephone calls, and other
contacts made to obtain the service of DBs on this project.
3. Reports.
Maintain monthly reports and submit reports as required by the
Commission concerning those contracts and other business executed with DBs with respect to
the records referred to in subsection (e)2. above in such form and manner as prescribed by the
Commission. At a minimum, the Reports shall contain the following:

3.a The number of Contracts with DBs noting the type of services provided,
including the execution date of each contract.
3.b The amounts paid to each DB during the month, the dates of payment, and the
overall amounts paid to date. If no payments are made to a DB during the month, enter a zero
($0) payment.
3.c Upon request and upon completion of individual DB firm's work, submit paid
invoices or a certification attesting to the actual amount paid. In the event the actual amount paid
is less than the award amount, a complete explanation of difference is required.

4. Subconsultant Contracts

4.a. Subcontracts with DB firms will not contain provisions waiving legal rights or
remedies provided by laws or regulations of the Federal Government or the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania or the Commission through contract provisions or regulations.
4.b. Prime consultant will not impose provisions on DB subconsultants that are more
onerous or restrictive than the terms of the prime's contract with non-DBs.
4.c. Executed copies of subcontracts/purchase orders are to be received by the
Commission before the commencement of work by the DB.
5. Payments to DB Subconsultants. Payments to DBs are to be made in accordance
with the prompt payment requirements of Chapter 39, Subchapter D of the Procurement Code,
62 Pa.C.S. §3931 et seq. Performance of services by a DB subconsultant in accordance with the
terms of the contract entitles the subconsultant to payment.
(e) Actions to be Taken by Commission After Performance of Services.

Following
completion of the Consultant’s services, the Director of the Commission’s Office of Diversity
and Inclusion or his/her designee will review the overall DB participation to assess the
Consultant’s compliance with Section 303 and this contract. Appropriate sanctions may be
imposed under 62 Pa.C.S. § 531 (relating to debarment or suspension) for a Consultant’s failure
to comply with Section 303 and the requirements of the contract.

